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This paper discusses Holder’s inequalities obtained through the fundamental 
inequality of convexity (see [ 11) and presents some generalizations and com- 
plementary (or reverse) inequalities for Holder’s inequalities. Correspondingly, the 
conclusion on the complementary inequalities for Hdlder’s inequalities concerning 
finite series generalizes the result due to J. Aczel and E. F. Beckenbach [2]. Using 
the main result of this paper, we obtain some complementary inequalities for 
Minkowski’s inequalities. 0 1989 Academic press, h. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For an arbitrary real number t and an arbitrary convex set C in the 
space R”, we write tC= { ty ( y E C}. 
If C is a convex set containing 0, then the general numerical function j 
defined by 
1 
inf{tIt>O, tC3x}, 
j(x)= +co 
if tC 3 x for at least one t > 0 
2 otherwise 
is called the gauge of C (with respect o 0). Clearly, if x E C, then j(x) < 1; 
if x$C, then j(x)> 1. 
Let C be a convex set in R”. We say that a numerical functionfis convex 
in C if f(px + p’x’) d pf(x) + p’f(x’) for all x, x’ E C and (p, p’) E P,, 
where we denote by P, the set formed by the elements p = (p,, pz, . . . . p,) 
of R” such thatp,,p,,...,p,>O,p,+p,+...+p,=l. We say thatfis 
concave if J( px + p’x’) 2 pf(x) + plf(x’). Thus S is concave if and only if 
-fis convex. If the above inequalities are strict for x # x’ and p, p’ # 0, we 
say that f is strictly convex, or strictly concave, as the case may be. 
We consider 
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(1) the convex unpointed cone K, = {x = (x1, x2, . . . . x,) 1 x1 > 0, 
x2 > 0, . ..) x, > 0) in R” and the convex cone K, = {x 1 x, > 0, xq b 0, . . . . 
x,20}; 
(2) the vector space @ of numerical functions defined on an arbitrary 
set T and the Do of positive (strictly or otherwise) functions in the set @. 
A gauge j, defined on QO, is said to be increasing if 
The fundamental inequality of convexity was proved in [ 11: 
FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM (Bourbaki). Let f be a numerical function 
continuous and concave in K,, and such that, for x E K, , I 2 0, we have 
f(x)>O; f(Ax) = if(x). 
Let qS,, &, . . . . 4, be functions in @,-, and let j be an increasing gauge in @,, 
such that j(#l), j(&), . . . . j(q5,) < +oo. Then the function gioen by g(t) = 
f C&(t), Mt), . . . . A(t)1 satisfies 
j(g) Gf Cj(b,), j(&), . . . . A4Jl. (1) 
Applying (1) to some special functions, one obtains 
COROLLARY 1. Let g,, g, be functions in @,, andj be an increasing gauge 
in Q0 such that j(g:), j(g’;‘) < +co, where k, k’ are positive numbers such 
that l/k + 1 Jk’ = l/r; then we have 
CA& &l”‘B Cj(g~ll’kCj(g~‘)ll’k’. (2) 
COROLLARY 2. Let g, , g, be functions in Q0 and j be an increasing gauge 
in such that j( gf ), j( g’;) < +oo where k 2 1; then we have 
Cjk, + g2Y11’k GLdgt)ll’k + CAg5)11’k. 
Inequalities (2), (3) are called Holder’s inequality and Minkowski’s 
inequality, respectively. Considering special g, , g,, and T, one obtains [ 1 ] 
Application 1.1 (First Holder inequality). Let ai, bi be non-negative 
numbers (i = 1, 2, . ..) and k, k’ be positive numbers such that 
l/k + l/k’ = I Jr; then we have 
(4) 
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Application 1.2 (Second Holder inequality). Let f“(x), gk’(x) be 
integrable non-negative functions on the interval [a, b], where k, k’ are 
positive numbers such that l/k + l/k’ = l/r’, then f(x) g(x) is integrable on 
[a, 61 and 
(5) 
Application 2.1 (First Minkowski inequality). Let ai, 6, be positive 
numbers (i= 1,2, . ..). pd 1; then we have 
(6) 
Application 2.2 (Second Minkowski inequality). Ley fP(x), g”(x) be 
integrable positive functions defined in the interval [a, b], where p 3 1; 
then we have 
[J b~~+gycix]“p<(Jabptix)l’p+(Jab gvx)l’p. (7) u 
It is always interesting to generalize and derive stronger inequalities from 
famous elementary inequalities. For instance, J. Acztl and E. F. Becken- 
bath generalized the first Holder inequality and proved [2] that if ai > 0, 
bi>O, i= 1, 2, . . . . n, l/k + l/k’ = l/r, then 
(~,a:b:)l-‘d(~~o”)i.(ri,b”)‘-*, 
where k, k’ > 0 or k > 0, r, k’ < 0. 
The inequality is reversed for r, k > 0, k’ < 0 or k, k’ < 0. 
On the other hand, Kantorovich inequality (used in matrix calculus and 
optimization methods frequently) gives the upper and lower bound of an 
expression: if ai>O, Cr=, ai= 1, O<i,<&,< ... <A,, then 
G. Polya and G. Szegii gave a complementary inequality for the Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequality (called the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality] c3,41 : if 
O<m,da,,<M,, O<m2<bjdM2, i= 1,2 ,..., n, then 
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J. B. Diaz and F. T. Metcalf gave a stronger inequality for the inequality 
due to G. Polya and G. Szego [S]. 
Now, we must consider a problem that arises naturally : if 
O<m,<ai<M,, O<m,db,dM,, i=l,2,...,n, and l/k+l/k’=l/r, 
k, k’ > 0, does there exist a constant K = K(m,, m,, M,, M,, k, k’) such 
that 
(C;= 1 a;bj)“’ 
The same question is asked for Minkowski’s inequality. 
This paper discusses uch questions in extensively. 
2. GENERALIZATION AND COMPLEMENTARY INEQUALITIES 
FOR H~LDER'S INEQUALITIES 
We will confine our discussion to the set 6,, of positive bounded 
functions in @. Clearly, g0 is strictly contained in @,. The gauge in Q0 
constrained on s0 is a gauge of SO. 
We will introduce some lemmas for the proof of our main result 
(Theorem 1). 
LEMMA 1 [l]. The gauge j of a convex set C satisfies the following 
conditions : 
(1) j(x)>Ofor all x#O; j(O)=O; 
(2) j(Ax)=Aj(x) ifA>O; 
(3) Ax, Y) GAx) +Ay). 
LEMMA 2 [6]. Zf cc>O, B>O, l/cc+ l/p= 1, a>O, b>O, then 
ab< l/u.a”+ l//I.bB. (8) 
LEMMA 3. If O<a<x< b, y>O, j is an increasing gauge such that 
j(y)= 1, aa 1, then 
[ j(x’y)] lb 6 
0 
b “- I)” j(xy). 
a 
The inequality is reversed for 0 < a < 1. 
409il4%2-1 I 
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ProoJ Since j is increasing and 0 < axy < bxy, we have 
O=j(O)<ax=ax.j(y)<bj(xy). 
Then 
o< ax -< 1. 
b .j(v) 
Since CI > 1, we have 
ax CL [ 1 ax b .j(xy) <- b ~.i(xy)’ 
By this inequality and Lemma 1, since j is increasing, we have 
[ 1 
’ a AXY) = $ j(xy) .-.- b j(v) 
b = - 0 
x-1 
a Cj(xy)l”. 
Then 
[j(x’y)]‘I’< $ (ap1)‘a j(xy). 
0 
In the case of o! E (0, 11, we can prove the opposite inequality in a similar 
way. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1. Zfg,,g,ES’,, O<m,<g,<M,, i=l,2, j is an increasing 
gauge in &)o, l/k + l/k’ = l/r, we write 
CM &)I *lr 
A(g1’g2)= [j(g:)]l/k. Cj(g~‘)ll/~” 
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then we have 
(z-‘($--<A(gl, g,)bl when k,k’>O (10) 
l<A(g,, g2)<($-‘(2y when r,k>O,k’<O (11) 
(~)“*(yL4h g,)<l when r, k’ < 0, k > 0 (12) 
l<A(g,, g2)<(%)r1k’(2y when k,k’<O. (13) 
Prooj We first prove the right side of Inequality (10). Let 
‘fl 
dl = [j( g;)]r/“’ 
g; 
gk! = [Ij( g;‘)]‘/k” 
Since rJk + r/k’ = 1, using Lemma 2 for g’, , g;, we have 
=;( li(;;),.ky+;( rj(~),r,ks)**. 
Since j is increasing in c$,,, by Lemma 1 we have 
Moreover, by definition of g’, , g;, we have 
so 
ik; g;) 
[j(gt)]‘/k. [j(g:‘)]“k” ” 
which is naturally equivalent to the right side of inequality (10). 
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Now we obtain the left side of (10) in the following way. Let 
a = k/r, 
k’ 
x=g’;.g, r--k’. [j(g:‘)-j+, 
g2 
y =J&gy 
a = m; . fWek’[j(g;‘)]‘lk, b=M; .m;-k’[j(g$‘)]r/k; 
then CI > 1 and all assumptions of Lemma 3 are satisfied. Since 
(k’ - r )/k’ = r/k, (a - 1 )/a = r/k’, 
cA~“lY)l”~ =Mgf)l”k, ($)“-“i’=(~)r’“(~)‘“, 
j(xy) = +g; 6) 
c/k31”“” 
Using Inequality (9) we have 
or 
which is naturally equivalent to the left side of (10). So we obtain 
Inequality (10). 
Inequality (11) can be proved in similar way. Let 
a=m; .miek’. [j(gf;')]'lk, b = M; . M;-- k’ [j( g/;j]'lk, 
and a, X, y be the same as above when r, k > 0 and k’ < 0; then all assump- 
tions of Lemma 3 are satislied by a E (0, 11. Using the converse of 
Inequality (9), we have 
which is naturally the right side of Inequality (10). 
Since l/k = l/r+ l/( -k’) and r > 0, -k’ > 0, using the right side of 
Inequality (10) for g, g,, g; ‘, and exponents r, -k’, respectively, we have 
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which is equivalent to the left side of Inequality (11). So we obtain 
Inequality ( 11). 
Using Inequality ( 11) for g ~ ‘, g ; ’ and exponents -k’, -k, respectively 
when k’, I < 0 and k > 0, we have Inequality (12). 
It is easy to obtain (13) by using Inequality (10) for g; ‘, g;’ and 
exponents -k, -k’, respectively. Q.E.D. 
We must point out that the method to obtain the right side of 
Inequality (10) is different from that used in [ 11. Holder’s inequality for 
convexity sets up an upper bound to the expression 
cwl &%)I 1/t- 
Cj(g:)ll’kCj(g:‘)ll’k” 
but Theorem 1 sets up an upper and a lower bound to the expression for 
all cases. 
Similarly to the establishment of Inequalities (4), (6), we have 
COROLLARY 1. Zf O<ml<ai<M,, O<m,db,<M,, i=l,2,...,n, 
l/k + l/k’ = 1 Jr, then 
(!L)-*(!?)““< (Cr= 1 alb:)“’ 
(Cy=, af)l’k(C’= I bf’)‘lk’ ’ ’ 
when k, k’ > 0 
(14) 
(C:=, alb;)“’ 
l ’ (Cy=, af)“k(Cy= 1 bf’)‘lk’ ’ 
<(!A-)“(!5)” 
when r, k>O and k’<O (15) 
(‘y’(‘)‘i*6 (C7=, a:b31’r 
(Cr=, af’)l’k(CF, 1 b:‘)llk’ ’ ’ 
when r, k’ < 0 and k>O (16) 
l ’ (C7=, af)““(C~=, bf’)‘lk’ ’ 
<(yk’(!LJ”” when k, k’<O. (17) 
Naturally, we can set m,=min,GiG,,ai, ~i=max,.~..a~, m2= 
mlnl,isnbi, and Mz=maxl,i,. . . b,. Corollary 1 gives complementary 
inequalities for the first Holder inequality in general cases due to J. Aczel 
and E. F. Beckenbach [2]. 
AS the setting of (6), we can obtain complementary inequalities for the 
second Holder inequality for integrals, similar in form to (14)-( 17). But the 
conclusions are omitted here. 
The following theorem generalizes Inequality (14) in form. 
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THEOREM 2. If g, , g,, . . . . g, E So, 0 < mi < gi < Mi, i = 1,2, . . . . n, j is an 
increasing gauge in 8,,, k,, k,, . . . . k, are all positive numbers such that 
l/k, + l/k2 + . . . + l/k, = l/r, let l/kj = l/r - l/ki, i = 1, 2, . . . . n; then 
n mi rlk’ 
j=, G n( > 
d CA& g; . . . CJI I” < 1 
ny=, [j(gF)]“ki ’ ’ (18) 
Proof Let us use induction on n. By Inequality (14), we obtain 
Inequality (18) in the case n = 2. 
Suppose now that the results holds for n=m; we shall prove that this 
implies that it holds for n = m + 1. Since l/k;+ I + l/k,+ i = l/r and 
m,rn,...rn,~g,g,...g,~M,M,...M,, using Inequality (14) (the result 
in the case n = 2) for g, g, . . . g,, g, + i and exponents kh + , , k, + 1, respec- 
tively, we have 
d (jC(gls2...s,)‘g~+,l)“’ 
[j(g, g, . . . gm)kk+tI’lkk+I. [j(gk:\)]‘lkm+l 
G 1, 
or 
< 
(jC(g,g2...g,)‘s:,+,l)“’ 
(j[(glg2...g,)kL+l])1~kL+I.[j(g~~~)]11krn+I 
< 1. (19) 
But since 
l/k, + l/k, -t ... + l/k, = l/k:,+, , 
let 
l/I,= ljkh,, - Ilk,, j= 1, 2, . . . . m; 
by hypothesis, we have 
(fL)‘-” (!$“...((Ek)lii_ 
< (j[(gl g, . . . gm)kh+I])‘lkk+l [j(g:l)]llkl . [j(g:z)]‘lk2.. . [j(gk,m)]l/km’ ” (20) 
Since 
rlk ,,,+, +rll,=r(llr- l/k,)=rfk,‘, j = 1, 2, . . . . m, 
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multiplying (19) by (20) we have 
m+l m. 
n( 1 
2 
i=l Mi 
r”:,[i(g;g;...g:,g’,+,)ll”<l 
nyz+ll [j(gf')]'lkl ’ ’ 
which means that the results holds for n = m + 1. 
Hence, by induction, the theorem is true for all n > 2. Q.E.D. 
As the setting of (13), we can deduce a complementary inequality for the 
first Holder inequality from Inequality (18). But we also omit the conclu- 
sion here. 
3. A USE OF THEOREM 1: COMPLEMENTS OF 
THE MINKOWSKI INEQUALITIES 
Using the classical deductive reasoning method, we have 
THEOREM 3. If O<m,<a,dM,, O<m,db,<M,, i= 1, 2, . . . . n, p> 1, 
let l/q = 1 - l/p; then 
The inequality is reversed for p E (0, 1). 
Proof: Since p > 1, ml + m2 < ai + bi Q M1 + M,, using Inequality (10) 
for ai, (a,+ bi)P-‘, and exponents p, q, respectively, we have 
’ ((Cy=, ap)“P[Cr, 1 (ai + bi)(P- ‘)q] l/q ’ ” (22) 
Similarly, 
Cycl bi(a;+ bi)pp’ 
’ (Cy= 1 bp)“P[Cy= 1 (ai + bi)(P- ‘)q] l/q ’ ” (23) 
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Since (p- l)q=p, 
jll (ai+bi)P= i aj(Ui+bi)P-l+ i bi(ai+bi)Pel. (24) 
r=* i=l 
We can obtain Inequality (21) from (22), (23), and (24). 
From Inequality (11) we can easily obtain the opposite inequality for 
P E (0, 1). Q.E.D. 
Thus, we give a lower and an upper bound to the expression 
Cy= 1 (ai+ biJP by C:= 1 UP, Cy= 1 bf, and the exponent p (p > 0). In other 
words, we obtain complementary inequalities for Minkowski’s first 
inequality. Similarly, it is easy to obtain complementary inequalities for 
Minkowski’s second inequality converning integrals. 
Similarly to the case of (21), we want to obtain a complementary 
inequality to Minkowski’s inequality (Inequality (3)). But it is difficult 
(almost impossible) by using the classical deductive reasoning method. The 
main obstacle is the restriction of property (3) in Lemma 1. Therefore, the 
same difficulty exists for the complementary form of the fundamental 
theorem. 
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